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Overview of Adidas

Adidas was founded in 1949 and is one of the largest sportswear manufacturers in
Europe and only second worldwide to Nike.
They are known worldwide and for our project, we will be focusing on the United
States market.
While Adidas started out as an athletic wear company with a focus on performance, a
significant percentage of their sales is from the lifestyle category.
We noticed Adidas did not have a well-known tagline like competitors do. We also
noticed that Adidas wasn’t known for anything in particular, it was simply known as
an athletic wear brand. We wanted to change that.

Leading Companies

Company

Market Share

Revenue

Nike

31%

28.4 Billion

Adidas

16%

37.3 Billion

Puma

7%

5.5 Billion

Under Armor

5%

25.7 Billion

Footwear / shoe revenue Nike, Adidas, Under Armor & Puma 2010-2017 | Statistic. (n.d.).

Situation Analysis
STRENGTHS
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Wide range of products specializing
in footwear, apparel and accessories
Multiple distribution channels:
Online stores and department
stores
Diversified portfolio means
reaching a broad audience
through that
Branding they use by creating
touchpoints with the community
Celebrity endorsements
Sponsor major sporting events and
teams
Strong financial stability with more
than 2400 stores world-wide
accounting at $4.3 billion

WEAKNESSES
●

High price range has become a
weakness for Adidas. The reason
being, Adidas is constantly keeping
up with modern technology and
production in order to provide the
best and most effective
performance driven products.

●

Adidas outsources its production
(approximately 93 percent) to third
party production companies.

Situation Analysis, continued...
OPPORTUNITIES
●

Focus on lifestyle-differentiating
the brand from other competitors

Adidas could shift the focus on the
high performance premium quality
sports gear
There is also a big rise in the demand
for this section of the market, which
creates a large opportunity for Adidas
●

Expansion of product line

Adidas has a wide range of products,
but compared to competitors such as
Nike, there is room for growth in this area

THREATS
●

Competitive market

●

Outsourcing of production
threat of instability for the
production of the products

Creative Brief
While there is heavy competition within the athletic shoe and apparel industry, Adidas is able to differentiate
from competitors through a focus on lifestyle and living with the brand, through day to day ads and celebrity
positioning.
Product Category:
Adidas has placed themselves as a dominant brand in the athletic shoe and clothing category.
Target Audience:
For this campaign, we plan to target young adults ages 18-24 in the United States.
Tagline: Stripes of Life
Adidas’ current tagline is “impossible is nothing.” This tagline is not commonly known like Nike’s “Just Do It”
which is one of Adidas top competitors. Young adults are interested in being healthy and building selfconfidence. They are not only exercising in Adidas, they are wearing Adidas in their everyday activities. Young
adults are looking for comfort and style to go along with their fashion image. In order to appeal to this imagedriven age group, we would like to focus on lifestyle clothing. Because of this, we are changing the tagline to
“stripes of life.”
Tone of Voice
Because our target audience is known for positivity, happiness and self care, and because of this, we want to
use a motivational and positive tone of voice. We want our audience to feel empowered and motivated to life a
healthy lifestyle and wear their stripes of life.

Media Objectives and Strategies

Media Objective: The goal for this media plan is to increase Adidas market share by 5% among men and
women ages 18-24 by January 2020. We are using a variety of digital media and traditional media
marketing, but relying heavily on social media to market to our target audience. Our campaign
advertisements will include the hashtag #StripesOfLife to remind consumers about sales promotion and
allow them to use it on their own social media platforms.
Media Mix:
●
●
●

We plan to use national marketing as well as spot marketing in college towns that are heavily
populated with our target audience.
Traditional media: Spot TV (ESPN, ABC, CBS) and outdoor billboard ads.
Digital media: Paid social media ads, Video-pre roll ads, targeted site ads, and streaming radio ads
(Spotify, Pandora, Apple Music, Iheartradio).
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Media Objectives and Strategies
Scheduling: Through our Media Plan, we plan to use a pulse advertising schedule where we advertise
throughout the year, but increase in various points in the year. With this, we plan to advertise more in
the summer months before school starts and around the holiday season. We plan on utilizing primarily
digital media advertising because the target audience is most reachable through digital media.

Geography: Adidas is a global company with independent manufacturers partners worldwide. Adidas
headquarters resides in Herzogenaurach, Germany but has key locations in some of the largest cities
around the world including Portland, Amsterdam, Boston, Shanghai, Hong Kong and Panama and
sells worldwide to over 150 countries.

Reach and Frequency:

Goals

Month

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov
.

Dec.

Jan.

Reach

80

90

70

80

85

90

80

Frequency

3.5

5

3

4

4.5

5

3.5

Media Budget
The media budget for Adidas is $229 million. The budget allocates 70% to national
and 20% to spot. As this is a national campaign, we will spend $160 million of our
budget on national advertising including social media, online, outdoor, radio,
editorial and movie advertising. To reach a more specific audience, we will also
use spot advertising with a budget of $46 million.

Partnerships

$84,730,000

Digital Advertising

$68,700,000

Point-of-Sale

$29,770,000

Spot

$45,800,000

*The majority of our budget, 37%, is spent on partnerships. 30% of our budget is
spent on digital advertising, 13% is allocated to point-of-sale and the remaining
budget, 20%, is applied to spot advertising.

Evaluation

Concept Testing:
Before ads are published, the idea will be evaluated by the target audience:
Understand the concept level of effectiveness
Identify the concept’s strengths and weaknesses
Allow media planners the opportunity to make adjustments to the plan
How:
Qualitative data from individual depth interviews, surveys and
questionnaires

Evaluation
Copy Testing:
Answers the questions media planners need to know like:
Does the ad stand out among our competitor’s ads
Does the ad engage our audience
Does the ad make them want to buy the product
How:
Display and video ads will run on social media platforms, Snapchat, Instagram, Twitter and
YouTube:
Pre-roll video ads that will show during videos that are popular with our target group –the
millennials

Questions? Thank you!

